Truck lite plow lights wiring diagram

First and foremost I want to point out that this is how we wire the older style sealed beam plow
lights, on pre vehicles. Most and newer vehicles need to have isolation modules installed
because the BCM Body Control Module monitors amp draw for all circuits. In other words, the
computer knows you added lights, and it does not like it. I also want to point out this is a vehicle
specific requirement and has nothing to do with the brand of plow light. I will add more detail to
this page as time allows as I get many phone calls about this. I will answer the "Why do it this
way? Because this way, we do not cut into the vehicle headlight harness. Rather than tear out
the wiring and start over, we tried to save the customer money by repairing what was bad only.
BIG mistake. The splices under the battery turned to dust from the acid over the years. Thanks
to a little help from my friend Jerre Heyer, we also found a blown headlight fuse. The light with
the blown fuse was still lit dimly, backfeeding through a bad ground. Lesson learned. So we
ended up doing it like we normally do, here is how we do it. Gets connected to the red wire
coming from the relay, which must be split to feed both plow lights. Gets connected to the
green wire coming off the relay, which must be split to feed both plow lights. Gets spliced into
the Marker Light on each side of the vehicle, or you can splice into one and split it to feed both
plow lights. Gets spliced into the vehicle turn signal on each side of the vehicle. Gets grounded
with a ring terminal to the inner fender or radiator support on each side of the vehicle. They
could also be run to the battery if you like. Wire colors vary, above are just some standard wire
colors. Often the ground is white, so again, verify YOUR wire colors. We use a standard "Bosch
Ice Cube" relay for the high beam feed, and the low beam feed. We use a 3 position toggle
switch with "center off" to control the plow lights. Up turns on the plow light high beam, down
turns on the plow light low beam, and center is off. We connect the power feed for it to "key on"
power so the plow lights will go off when you turn the key off. Sometimes when there is a lack
of spare key on circuits, we connect it to battery power instead BUT you have to remember to
turn the lights off when you shut the vehicle off. Once wired this way, when you turn on the
plow lights, just turn off the truck headlights leaving the parking lights on only. You could plow
with both sets of lights on, but the vehicle lights will likely glare off the back of the plow which
is annoying. Also, it will be an additional drain on the electrical system that you don't need.
Keeping the plow lights completely separate from the vehicle headlight wiring means it does not
matter if you are installing these lights on a Dodge or a GM that uses Positive Ground
headlights. With Positive Ground if you cut the vehicle harness in the wrong place you will
suffer unnecessary aggravation, especially if you did not know you are dealing with Positive
Ground lights on the vehicle. In this situation, terminal 87a is not used. When mounting relays,
be sure connections are coming in on the bottom to help shed water. Adding an inline fuse or
circuit breaker based on wire gauge used on the power wire from the battery is not a bad idea.
Most of these relays are rated at 40 amps. We use 16 ga. GXL wire for all of this wiring. We use a
20 amp fuse on the battery power wire going to the relay. Since the load is so small on the
power wire from the switch to the relay, we do not use a fuse there. Using the 3 position switch,
it is not possible for both relays to be on at the same time, so a single power wire from the
battery, jumped to the second relay is fine. Here is the original Truck-Lite ATL Diagram with
some of our notes on it, in case you want to wire them the way they were designed to work
though we strongly suggest not to. Truck-Lite Headlight Wiring Harness. Original Instructions
for Truck-Lite with 6 wire switch. Original Instructions for Truck-Lite with 12 wire switch.
Original Instructions for Dietz Plow Lights. Supplement for Dietz Plow Lights. Meyer Nite Saber
Wiring. Our Other Sites: Snowplowing-Contractors. Toggle switch. Rated at 21 Amps 14v DC.
Manufacturer: Aftermarket. Includes Left and Right Headlight Harnesses. Manufacturer:
Truck-Lite. Cut in the center of loop to have two 6" pigtails. Perfect for repairing snow plow
lights. You must splice in both halves of this loop to repair a Truck-Lite plug. SKU: M Home Â»
Wiring. Restoring electrical wiring, more than any other home project is all about protection.
Install an outlet properly and it's as safe as it can be; do the installation improperly and it can
potentially deadly. That's why there are numerous regulations surrounding electrical cabling
and installations. Typically the rules can become complicated, for positive, and sometimes
confusing, even for master electricians, but you can find basic concepts and practices that
apply at almost every electric wiring project, specifically the kind that DIYers are certified to
tackle. For example , when a module is usually powered up also it sends out the signal of 50
percent the voltage plus the technician will not know this, he would think he offers a challenge,
as he or she would expect the 12V signal. Subsequent diagrams is pretty simple, but applying it
within the scope of how the device operates is a different matter. My best advice is not really
only look from the diagram, nevertheless understand how the components operate when inside
use. Be sure to keep these security tips in mind to avoid hazards during your home electrical
wiring project. Make sure everyone at home is aware that electrical work is going on. Tape the
signal breaker into the off position. Never touch plumbing or gas pipes while working together

with electricity they are often used to ground electrical systems. Before starting, be sure to have
an idea in place as to what outlets, switches and fixtures will be involved in your project. You
may be able to lease some of this equipment from your local hardware store. If you are
installing new receptacles make sure the new ones match the wiring in your home. A AL-CU
stamps means it can be used on aluminum and copper wiring. In case it is unmarked or you will
find a slash through the 'S if should only be used on copper wiring. Never splice wires together
and cover up them within a wall without a passageway box â€” an accessible junction package
should always be used to sign up for wires. If in doubt, check with a detailed reference book or
find a professional to do the work. Although you may think you got the project right, one
mistake could leave a potential fire hazard hiding in your walls. A reputable electrician
understands all facets of home wiring and may even be able to wire your home safely quicker
than it takes you to definitely learn. You must be logged in to post a comment. Effectively read a
electrical wiring diagram, one has to find out how the components in the method operate.
Facebook Tweet Pin. Be Careful What You Touch Never touch plumbing or gas pipes while
working together with electricity they are often used to ground electrical systems. Use The
Correct Tools Before starting, be sure to have an idea in place as to what outlets, switches and
fixtures will be involved in your project. Buy The Right Parts If you are installing new
receptacles make sure the new ones match the wiring in your home. Incorporate a Junction Box
Never splice wires together and cover up them within a wall without a passageway box â€” an
accessible junction package should always be used to sign up for wires. Fix Fuse and Breaker
Problems 8. Beyond capacity outlets or extension cords can create a fire hazard. Leave a
Comment Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Meyer Plow Help. Truck lite
plow lights wiring diagram. Wiring these lights requires making connections to the vehicle
marker and signal lights as well as the battery. Round snow plow light 23 diode polycarbonate
12 24v. In stockcomes with manufacturers instructions wiring diagram. The dietz plow lights
were used around They were short lived as by the ez classic came with truck lite plow lights.
There are two in the picture but hard to see without opening the bag. Truck lite is the premiere
producer of led safety lighting forward lighting wiring harnesses mirrors turn signal switches
and safety accessories to the heavy duty truck trailer and commercial vehicle industries. The
rebuild on the plow is done now its time to wire the lights. Signal stat was purchased by truck
lite. The wiring diagram below will work with any sealed beam headlight fog lightdriving light or
any replaceable bulb halogen light for that matter. Tape all connections or use a dielectric
compound like truck lite nyk 77 to prevent corrosion. Round snow plow light. Hooking up the
fisher mm1 truck update. Clear all lighting technology. November 1 lit. Lighting technology facet
value. At any one time only the snow plow or vehicle lights should be on never both sets at
once. Includes left and right truck side harnesses. This is because the plow can sometimes
block the illumination from the factory headlights. For wiring diagram and more info visit this
link. The dietz plow lights were spliced into the vehicle headlamp wiring and routed through an
ab switch in the cab. Since we do mostly meyer plows we most often wire meyer by truck lite
this way as well as truck lite atl lights. Plow side Replacement plug ends 5 pin Plow light side.
Universal, Halogen, 4 x 6 in. Rectangular, Snow Plow Light. Snoway snow plow light set EIS
Boss Plow lights won't turn off. Posting Komentar. Finding the right connections is a. Heated
lens left hand side led 7 in. Snow plow lights are used to provide additional light at the front of
the truck. Bagikan Artikel ini. Langganan: Posting Komentar Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan
Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy
Disclaimer.

